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ELECTRODYNAMICS AND DISPERSION PROPERTIESOF A MAGNETOPLASMA CONTAINING ELONGATEDAND ROTATING DUST GRAINSD. D. Tskhakaya a, P. K. Shukla b***, N. L. Tsintsadze aa Institute of Physis, Georgian Aademy of Sienes380077, Tbilisi, Georgiab Institut für Theoretishe Physik IV, Fakultät für Physik und Astronomie,Ruhr-Universität BohumD-44780, Bohum, GermanySubmitted 28 November 2000The eletrodynamis and dispersion properties of a magnetized dusty plasma ontaining elongated and rotatingharged dust grains are examined. Starting from an appropriate Lagrangian for dust grains, a kineti equationfor the dust grain and the orresponding equations of motion are derived. The expressions for the dust hargeand dust urrent densities are obtained with the �nite size (the dipole moment) of elongated and rotatingdust grains taken into aount. These harge and urrent densities are ombined with the Maxwell�Vlasovsystem of equations to derive dispersion relations for the eletromagneti and eletrostati waves in a dustymagnetoplasma. The dispersion relations are analyzed to demonstrate that the dust grain rotation introduesnew lasses of instabilities involving various low-frequeny waves in a dusty magnetoplasma. Examples of var-ious unstable low-frequeny waves inlude the eletron whistler, dust whistler, dust ylotron waves, Alfvénwaves, eletromagneti ion-ylotron waves, as well as lower-hybrid, eletrostati ion ylotron, modi�ed dustion-aousti waves, et. Also found is a new type of unstable waves whose frequeny is lose to the dust grainrotation frequeny. The present results should be useful in understanding the properties of low-frequeny wavesin osmi and laboratory plasmas that are embedded in an external magneti �eld and ontain elongated androtating harged dust grains.PACS: 52.25.Zb, 52.25.Vy, 52.35.Fp1. INTRODUCTIONAbout a deade ago, Shukla and ollaborators [1, 2℄introdued the idea of onsidering the dynamis ofharged dust grains, whih formed the foundation forthe dust aousti waves (DAWs) [1℄. In the latter, therestoring fore omes from the pressures of the inertia-less eletrons and ions, while the dust mass provides theinertia to maintain the wave. The phase veloity (thefrequeny) of DAWs is muh smaller than the eletronand ion thermal veloities (the dust plasma frequeny).On the other hand, when the wave frequeny is muhlarger (smaller) than the dust (ion) plasma frequeny,*E-mail: ps�tp4.ruhr-uni-bohum.de**Also at the Department of Plasma Physis, Umeå University,S-90187 Umeå, Sweden.

we have the dust ion-aousti waves (DIAWs) [3℄ whosephase veloity is muh smaller (larger) than the ele-tron (ion) thermal veloity. In DIAWs, the restoringfore omes from the pressure of the inertialess ele-trons, while the ion mass provides the inertia beausethe massive dust grains remain immobile at the timesale of the DIAWs. Both the dust aousti and dustion-aousti waves are spetaularly veri�ed in severallaboratory experiments [4�8℄. We note that the previ-ous theories of DAWs and DIAWs and the orrespond-ing laboratory experiments have dealt with spherialdust grains. Comprehensive reviews of waves and insta-bilities in a weakly oupled unmagnetized dusty plasmawith spherial dust grains were given in Refs. [9, 10℄.However, elongated harged dust grains are ubiq-uitous in osmi and laboratory plasmas [11�14℄. Theformation of elongated harged dust grains is attributed340



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001 Eletrodynamis and dispersion properties : : :to the oagulation of partiulates in partially or fullyionized gases due to some attrative fores. Elongatedharged grains an aquire a rotational motion dueto their interation with photons and partiles of thesurrounding gas or due to the presene of an osillat-ing eletri �eld in a plasma [11; 15℄. In astrophysialobjets, the angular frequeny of the dust grain ro-tation an reah a rather large value, viz. betweentens of kHz to mega Hertz for thermal dust grainsand hundreds and thousands of MHz for super thermalgrains [11; 12; 16℄. There is an orientation of a di�erentkind involving preferred diretion (relative to the gala-ti disk) of the dust grain angular momentum vetor.In general, elongated harged dust grains have anonzero dipole moment due to a �nite grain size. A-ordingly, Mahmoodi et al. [17℄ investigated the disper-sion properties of an unmagnetized dusty plasma in thepresene of rotating and elongated dust grains. It wasfound that the dust rotational energy an be oupledto both the eletromagneti and eletrostati waves.However, osmi and laboratory plasmas are usuallyembedded in an external magneti �eld that an havesubstantial e�ets on the dusty plasma wave spetrawhen elongated and rotating dust grains are present ina dusty plasma system.In this paper, we present the eletrodynamis anddispersion properties of a dusty magnetoplasma whoseonstituents are eletrons, ions, and �nite-size elon-gated dust grains. In Se. 2, we �nd expressions for theharge and urrent densities of dust grains by inludingthe e�et of the dust dipole moment and the dust grainrotation. The fores ating on the dust grains as well asthe orresponding dust kineti equation and the equa-tions of motion are presented in Se. 3. In Se. 4, wederive dispersion relations for both the eletromagnetiand eletrostati waves. Spei� instability results aredisussed in Se. 5. Finally, Se. 6 ontains a brief sum-mary and possible appliations of our work to osmiand laboratory plasmas.2. DERIVATION OF THE CHARGE ANDCURRENT DENSITIES FOR DUST GRAINSWe onsider a multi-omponent dusty plasma in theexternal magneti �eld ẑB0, where ẑ is the unit ve-tor along the z axis and B0 is the strength of the ex-ternal magneti �eld. The dusty plasma onstituentsare eletrons, ions, and negatively harged nonspher-ial rotating dust grains. The dust sizes are muhsmaller than the harateristi sale sizes of the inho-mogeneities (viz. wavelength of disturbanes in our

system). To onstrut the eletrodynamis of hargeddust grains in a magnetized dusty plasma, we must ob-tain appropriate expressions for the harge and urrentdensities of dust grains through the dust grain distri-bution funtion, taking the size of the dust grain intoaount. On the other hand, expressions for the hargeand urrent densities of eletrons and ions assume thestandard form.For our purposes, we assume that the harged dustgrains are a system of disrete parts [18℄. The hargemirodensity of the grains is represented as�m =Xi 24Xj dq(rj)Æ(r � rj)35 ; (1)where the summation over i is taken over di�erentgrains and the one over j is taken over di�erent partsof the i-th grain. Here, dqi(rj) is the harge of thej-th part of the i-th grain and Æ(r� rj) is the standardDira funtion. If there is a ontinuous harge distri-bution onto the grain, the summation over j an bereplaed with the integral over the grain volume, andthe harge density onto the grain an be introdued.Hene, we have�m =Xi ZVi(Ri) ��i(r0 �Ri;Ri)Æ(r� r0); (2)where Ri is the radius vetor of the entre of mass ofthe grain and the integral is taken over the grain vo-lume Vi(Ri). In (2), we introdued the density of theharge distribution onto the graindqi(r) = dq(r)dr dr � ��i(r�Ri;Ri)dr: (3)For a point grain harge, we have��i(r�Ri;Ri) = qiÆ(r�Ri); (4)whih leads to the usual expression for the harge mi-rodensity of the grain�m =Xi qiÆ(r�Ri); (5)where qi is the total harge of the i-th grain.For the statistial desription of a dust grain gas,we must introdue the probability density D for thegrain gas state [19, 20℄. If all grains are idential, wehaveD = D(R1;v1;
1; �1;  1; '1;R2;v2;
2; �2;  2; '2; : : : ; t); (6)341



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla, N. L. Tsintsadze ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001where vi is the veloity of the entre of mass, 
i is theangular veloity of the i-th grain, and �i,  i, and 'i(the Euler angles) desribe the orientation of elongatedgrains. For the averaged harge density of the grain,we an then write�(r; t) = Z d�1; d�2; : : : ; d�ND�m; (7)where N is the total number of grains andd�i = dRidvid
id�id id'i:Introduing the one-partile distribution funtion forthe dust grainfd(R1;v1;
1; �1;  1; '1; t) == N Z d�2d�3; : : : ; d�ND; (8)we an write the harge density of grains as�(r; t) = Z d�1 ZV1 ��1(r00)Æ(r�R1 � r00)�� fd(R1;v1;
1; �1;  1; '1; t)dr00: (9)In what follows, we omit the subsript 1 and onsiderthe one-dimensional grain rotation suh that the an-gular veloity is oriented along the external magneti�eld diretion, 
 = (0; 0;
). Equation (9) an then bewritten as�(r; t) = Z d��̂(r�R; ')fd(R;v;
; '; t); (10)where the integrand�̂(r�R; ') = ZV dr0��(r0)Æ(r�R� r0); (11)desribing the harge distribution onto a single grain,depends on the shape of the grain and the azimuthalorientation of the grain elongation axis. Outside thegrain volume, we have �̂ = 0. For idential grains,we an partly determine the dependene of �̂ on theazimuthal angle '. Every given diretion of the grainelongation axis, determined by the angle ', an be on-sidered as the �nal position of the axis (and simulta-neously the entire grain) rotation from the diretionwhere ' = 0. This allows us to write�̂(r�R; ') = �̂[$F (')(r �R); 0℄ �� �̂[$F (')(r �R)℄; (12)

where $F (') is the rotation matrix for the angle ',$F= Fij(') =  os' � sin'sin' os' ! : (13)In the dipole approximation, when the dust grainsize a is muh smaller than the sale length of theplasma inhomogeneity �,a� �; (14)we insert (12) in (10) and expand the distribution fun-tion fd around the point r. This gives the grain hargedensity�d(r; t) = Z (q � d � r)fd(r;v;
; '; t)d�; (15)where d� = dvd
d',q = Z dr�̂(r) (16)is the total harge of the dust grain, andd = $F�1(') Z dr r�̂(r) (17)is the dipole moment of the grain. Here, $F�1 is theinverse matrix of $F (').Similar alulations lead to the following expressionfor the dust urrent density:Jd(r; t) = Z d� [v (q � d � r) +
� d℄�� fd(r;v;
; '; t): (18)The �rst term in the right-hand side of (18) desribesthe transfer of harge (15) and the seond term de-sribes the urrent arising from the dust grain rotation.In the next setion, we show that Eq. (15) and (18) arerelated to the ontinuity equation.3. FORCES ACTING ON GRAINS AND THEGRAIN KINETIC EQUATIONTo onstrut the kineti equation for dust grains,we must ompletely know the fores that at on dustgrains in the presene of eletromagneti �elds. As-suming that harged dust grains onstitute a disretesystem of partiles [18℄, we have the LagrangianL =Xi �miu2i2 + 1Xi �qi[vi �A(r; t)℄��Xi �qi�(r; t); (19)342



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001 Eletrodynamis and dispersion properties : : :where �mi and �qi are the mass and the harge of thei-th part of the grain, respetively, ri and ui are its o-ordinate and veloity,A and � are the vetor and salarpotentials, respetively, and  is the speed of light invauum. Separating the enter-of-mass motion and therotation around the enter of mass, we an writeui = v +
��ri and ri = r+�ri;where v and r are the veloity and the position of theenter of mass, �ri is the oordinate of the i-th partof the grain relative to the enter of mass, and 
 isthe angular veloity of the dust grain. Assuming thatthe inhomogeneity sale � of the eletromagneti �eldis muh larger than the grain size a, we an use dipoleapproximation (14) up to the third order in the smallparameter a=� and expand the potentials asA(ri; t) = A(r; t) + (�ri � r)A(r; t) ++ 12(�ri � r)2A(r; t) + : : : ; (20)and�(ri; t) = �(r; t) + (�ri � r)�(r; t) ++ 12(�ri � r)2�(r; t) + : : : (21)Aordingly, Lagrangian (19) beomesL = mdv22 +12I��
�
�+qv �A(r; t)�q�(r; t)++m �B+ "d+ 12Xi �qi�ri(�ri � r)#�� �E+ v �B� ; (22)where md =Xi �mi; q =Xi �qiare the total mass and harge of the grain,I�;� =Xi �mi[(�ri)2Æ�� � (�ri)� � (�ri)� ℄is the inertia moment tensor,d =Xi �qi�riis the dipole moment of the elongated grain, andm = (1=2)Xi �qi(�r�Ui)

(with Ui = 
 � �ri being the rotation veloity) isthe magneti moment of the grain. The eletri andmagneti �elds areE = �r�� �1�tA(r; t); B = r�A(r; t);respetively. In deriving (22), we used the relationdd=dt = 
� d:In the presene of the gravity �eld g, we must add theterm mdg �r to the right-hand side of (22). In what fol-lows, we neglet the seond term in the square braketin the right-hand side of (22), whih is assoiated withthe multidipole e�et.The equations of motion for the harged dust grainsan be readily dedued from (22) asdpdt = (q + d � r)�E+ 1v �B�++ 1 (
� d)�B+ (m�r)�B (23)anddM�dt = �12S�� ��B��t + (v � r)B��++ �d��E+ 1v �B��� + (m�B)� ; (24)where p = mdv is the momentum,S�� = �1Xi �qi �(�ri)2Æ�� � (�ri)�(�ri)�� ;and M� = I��
� is the angular momentum of thegrain. If we hoose the prinipal axis of the moment ofinertia, thenMx = Ix
x;My = Iy
y; Mz = Iz
z:The kineti equation for the dust grains an now bewritten as�fd�t + v � �fd�r +
 � �fd�' + dpdt � �fd�p ++ dMdt � �fd�M = 0; (25)where the respetive fores dp=dt and dM=dt are de-�ned by Eqs. (23) and (24). Kineti equation (25)and de�nitions (15) and (18) imply that the dust grainharge and the urrent densities satisfy the ontinuityequation ��d�t + �Jd�r = 0: (26)343



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla, N. L. Tsintsadze ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001Using the expressions for �d and Jd, we an onstrutthe kinetis and eletrodynamis of a dusty plasmawith elongated and rotating dust grains. In what fol-lows, we onsider the wave dynamis of suh a magne-tized dusty plasma.4. DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITYWe assume that the dust grain size is muh smallerthan the grain gyroradius and that the dust grain ther-mal veloity is smaller than the harateristi veloityof our problem. Under these onditions taken togetherwith (14), equations of motion (23) and (24) an besimpli�ed. For simpliity, we furthermore onsider theone-dimensional ase of the dust grain rotation; we thenhaveM = (0; 0;M), whereM = I
 and I is the z om-ponent of the prinipal moment of inertia. The kinetiequation for the dust grain (25) then assumes the form�fd�t + v � �fd�r +
�fd�' + (d�E)z �fd�M ++ q�E+ 1v �B0� � �fd�p = 0: (27)For eletrons and ions, we have the well-known kinetiequation�f��t + v � �f��r ++ e� �E+ 1v � (B0 +B)� � �f��p = 0; (28)where � equals e for eletrons and i for ions, and e� isthe harge of the speies �.Assuming that the wave eletri and magneti �eldperturbations are small, we an express the perturbeddistribution funtion asÆfd = fd � fd0 � fd0 and Æf� = f� � f�0 � f�:The equilibrium distribution funtions are [21℄fd0 = nd02�(2�mdTd)3=2 1(2�ITd)1=2 �� exp"� p22mdTd � (M �M0)22ITd # ; (29)and f�0 = n�0(2�m�T�)3=2 exp�� p22m�T�� ; (30)where n�0 and T� (� = e; i; d) are the unperturbednumber density and the temperature of the speies �.

We assumed that the dust grains rotate with a pre-ferred angular veloity 
0, and therefore, M0 = I
0.The omponents of the dust dipole moment aredx = d os'; dy = d sin': (31)Thus, the perturbed dust grain distribution funtion isrepresented asÆfd = 1Xn=�1 Æfn exp(in'); (32)and therefore, Eqs. (27) and (28) give [22℄�Æfn�t + v � �Æfn�r + in
Æfn � !d�Æfn� == �qE � �fd0�p �(n)� i2 �fd0�M ��d [(Ex�iEy)�(n�1)�(Ex+iEy)�(n+1)℄ (33)and�Æf��t + v � �Æf��r � !��Æf�� = �e�E � �f�0�p ; (34)where !d = qB0=md; !� = e�B0=m�are the ylotron frequenies of the dust grain and thespeies �, respetively. Furthermore, �(n) equals 1 forn = 0 and 0 for n 6= 0. The symbol  is the azimuthalangle in the momentum spae [22℄,px = p? os ; py = p? sin :In aordane with (31), only n = 0;�1 give a ontri-bution to the summation in (32).Assuming that the perturbed quantities are propor-tional to exp(�i!t+ ik � r), where ! and k are the fre-queny and the wave vetor, respetively, we obtain [22℄the following solutions of Eqs. (33) and (34):Æf0 = qE!d  Z�1 d 0 �fd0�p �� exp8><>:�i  Z 0 �! � k � v( 00)!d � d 009>=>; ; (35)Æf�1 = � i2 d(Ex � iEy)!d  Z�1 d 0 �fd0�M �� exp8><>:�i  Z 0 �! �
� k � v( 00)!d � d 009>=>; ; (36)344



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001 Eletrodynamis and dispersion properties : : :Æf� = e�E!� �  Z�1 d 0 �f�0�p �� exp8><>:�i  Z 0 �! � k � v( 00)!� � d 009>=>; : (37)Inserting Eqs. (35) and (36) in (18) and also inserting(37) in the expression for the eletron and ion urrentdensities J� = e� Z dpvf�; (38)we obtain the total urrent densityJi = 24�rij(!;k) + X�=e;i;d��ij(!;k)35Ej ; (39)where the �rst term in the right-hand side is relatedto the rotational motion of the dust grain and the se-ond term represents the ontributions of the eletronsand ions inluding the enter-of-mass motion of thegrains. The various omponents [25℄ of �rij and thedieletri permittivity are given in the Appendix. Fork2?V 2td � !2d and j! � 
0j � KVtd, the dust grainsare assumed to be old and the rotational part of thedieletri tensor (f. Eq. (A.15) in the Appendix) isgiven by �rij = 0B� �r? igr 0�igr �r? 00 0 0 1CA ; (40)where �r? = � 
2r(! �
0)2 � 
2r(! +
0)2 (41)and gr = 
2r(! �
0)2 � 
2r(! +
0)2 : (42)We note that this involves a new harateristi fre-queny 
r = (4�nd0d2=4I)1=2for dust grains that have a non-zero dipole moment.This frequeny is of the same order as the dust plasmafrequeny !pd.5. DISPERSION PROPERTIESThe general analysis of the dispersion relation����k2Æij � kikj � !22 �ij(!;k)���� = 0 (43)

for waves in a magnetized dusty plasma is rather om-pliated, beause the number of wave branhes is large.Here, we present the dispersion properties of some mostinteresting modes and desribe the underlying approx-imations required for the existene of these modes. We�rst onsider waves that are propagating along ẑB0.For waves in a old dusty plasma withk?Vt� � !�; jkz jVt� � !and j! � n!�j � jkz jVt�; (44)we have�xx = �yy = �? == 1�X� !2p�!2 � !2� � 
2r(! �
0)2 � 
2r(! +
0)2 ; (45)�xy = ��yx = ig = �iX� !2p�!�!(!2 � !2�) ++ i 
2r(! � 
0)2 � i 
2r(! +
0)2 ; (46)�zz = �k = 1�X� !2p�!2 ; (47)and �xz = �zx = �yz = �zy = 0: (48)The eletri �eld omponents are determined by the setof equations�k2z � !22 �?�Ex � i!22 gEy � k?kzEz = 0; (49)!22 gEx +�k2 � !22 �?�Ey = 0; (50)�k?kzEx +�k2? � !22 �k�Ez = 0: (51)We note that for k? = 0 (i.e., for k = ẑkz), we have�k = 0 if Ez 6= 0, whih shows that the dust grain rota-tion does not a�et the longitudinal waves. Obviously,the dust grain rotation an at on the waves when theeletri �eld is in the rotation plane. The energy ex-hange between the dust grain rotation and suh a waveis most e�ient when the rotation frequeny is lose tothe wave frequeny.345



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla, N. L. Tsintsadze ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001For the irularly polarized eletromagneti waves,we havek22!2 = 1�X� !2p�!(! � !�) � 2
2r(! �
0)2 ; (52)where � in the denominators orresponds to theleft/right-hand irularly polarized waves. By repla-ing 
0 with �
0, we an make the dust grain rotationdiretion oinide with the wave polarization diretion.Dispersion relation (52) an be written ask22!2 = �(!)� 2
2r(! �
0)2 ; (53)where �(!) = 1�X� !2p�!(! + !�) : (54)Introduing a small frequeny shift � around 
0, weset ! = 
0 +�, where �� 
0, and express (53) ask22
20 � �(
0) + � ��
0 �k22
20 � �(
0)� = �2
2r�2 : (55)We now assume that 
0 is far from the harateristifrequeny !0 of the magnetized dusty plasma, whihsatis�es H(!0) = k22!2 � �(!0) = 0: (56)The ondition���� H(
0)
0 (dH(
0)=d
0) ����� �
0 ; (57)is then satis�ed (this ase is referred to as the non-resonane ase) and we obtain� = �ip2
rk 
0 �1 + 
20k22 �(
0)� ; (58)where we also assumed that 
20 � k22. Equation(58) desribes a new type of unstable transversal waveswhose frequeny is lose to the rotation frequeny 
0.In the resonane ase, when inequality (57) is reversed,
0 is lose to some harateristi frequeny of the mag-netized dusty plasma,H(
0) = 0; (59)and we obtain the frequeny shift� = �� 2
2r
30�H(
0)=�
0 �1=3 ��
00BB� 1�1� ip32 1CCA : (60)

Equation (60) exhibits an unstable root with a substan-tial growth rate that is proportional to 
2=3r . This wasexpeted beause dispersion relation (53) is formallysimilar to the dispersion relation for a two-stream in-stability disussed in [23℄.We now present several examples of the magne-tized dusty plasma wave spetra for the resonanease. Beause 
0 is small in most of the astrophys-ial and terrestrial environments, we onsider low-frequeny regimes of the plasma osillations.For j!dj; !i � ! � j!ej, we haveH(!) = k22!2 � !2pe!j!ej : (61)Setting ! = 
0 + i;where 
0 � !0 = k22j!ej=!2pe(the eletron whistler waves), we obtain the growth rate � 
0 �2 
2rk22 �1=3 : (62)In the frequeny regime where j!dj � ! � !i, wehave H(!) = k22!2 � !2pd!j!dj : (63)In deriving (63), we used the dusty plasma quasi-neut-rality ondition at equilibriumjejne0 + jqjnd0 = eini0: (64)Setting ! = 
0 + i;where 
0 � !0 = k22j!dj=!2pd(the dust whistler wave [2; 24�26℄), we obtain thegrowth rate  � �2 
2rk22�1=3 
0: (65)On the other hand, for ! � !d, we haveH(!) = k22!2 � !2pd!(j!dj � !) : (66)In this ase, setting ! = 
0 + i;346
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0 = !0 = j!dj �1� !2pd=k22�(the eletromagneti dust ylotron wave), we obtainthe growth rate �  2 
2rk22 !2pdk22!1=3 j!dj: (67)For the frequeny range ! � !i (ion ylotron waves),the growth rate is given by �  2 
2rk22 !2pik22!1=3 !i: (68)We now take the thermal motion of the eletrons intoaount assuming thatVtd; Vti � !jkzj � Vte: (69)We restrit ourself to the wavelengths longer than theLarmor radii k2?V 2t�; jkz j2V 2t� � !2�:From (A.9)�(A.11), we then obtain the dieletri per-mittivity tensor omponents�xx = �yy = 1 + 2V 2A � !2pd!2 � !2d �� 
2r(! �
0)2 � 
2r(! +
0)2 ; (70)�xy = ��yx = �i !2pd!2 � !2d !!d ++ i 
2r(! �
0)2 � i 
2r(! +
0)2 ; (71)�zz = 1� !2pi!2 � !2pd!2 + !2pek2zV 2te ; (72)�xz = �zx = �yz = �zy = 0; (73)where we used (64) and setVA = B0p4�mini0 :We also ignored the Landau damping on eletrons. Dis-persion relation (43) separates into two equations:�zz(!; kz) = 0; (74)

whih is not in�uened by the rotation of the grain,andH(!) = k22!2 � 2V 2A+ !2pd!d(!�!d) = � 2
2r(!�
0)2 : (75)We now assume that ! � j!dj. Setting! = 
0 + i;where 
0 = kVA(Alfvén waves), and using (58), we obtain the growthrate  � � 
2rk22�1=3 kvA: (76)We next onsider the longitudinal waves for whih thedispersion relation assumes the formk2?k2 �xx(!;k) + k2zk2 �zz(!;k) = 0 (77)where the omponents �xx and �zz for the old plasmaare de�ned by Eqs. (70) and (72). Inserting the latterequation in (77), we obtain1� k2?k2 X� !2p�!2 � !2� � k2zk2 X� !2p�!2 == k2?k2 " 
2r(! �
0)2 + 
2r(! +
0)2# : (78)It follows from (78) that the dust grain rotation on-tributes only for waves with k? 6= 0, beause the ele-tri �eld of the longitudinal waves then has a ompo-nent that lies in the dust grain rotation plane.To obtain the growth rates for longitudinal waves,we use the same proedure as was used to dedueEqs. (58) and (60).We now onsider the lower hybrid waves withjkz jVte, jkzjVti, !i � ! � j!ej. Setting! = 
0 + i;where 
0 = !0 = !pi!eq!2pe + !2e ; (79)we �nd the growth rate =  12 
2r!2pi!1=3 
0: (80)347



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla, N. L. Tsintsadze ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001Next, we onsider the frequeny regime wherejkzjVtd; jkz jVti � ! � jkz jVte:The dieletri permittivity omponents in Eq. (77) arenow de�ned by Eqs. (72) and (78). Using these expres-sions, we obtain the dispersion relation1+ 1k2r2De�k2?k2  !2pi!2�!2i+ !2pd!2�!2d!�k2zk2 !2pi!2 == k2?k2 � 
2r(! �
0)2 + 
2r(! +
0)2 � : (81)This equation an be analyzed in two limiting ases.First, we onsider the ion-ylotron waves with !d �� ! � 
i and kz � k?. Setting! � !0 + i;we then obtain the growth rate �  
2r2!2pi k4?4s
40 !1=3 
0; (82)where
0 = !0 = (!2i + k2?2s)1=2; s = � ni0Tene0mi�1=2is the ion aousti speed.Seond, we onsider the modi�ed dust ion-aoustiwaves (MDIAWs) haraterized by !pd; !d � ! � !i.In this ase, Eq. (81) gives1 + k2r2De + k2?�2s � k2z2ss!2 == k2?r2De � 
2r(! �
0)2 + 
2r(! +
0)2 � ; (83)where �s = rDe!pi!i � s!i :Equation (83) admits an instability of the MDIAWswith the frequeny
0 = !0 = kzs(1 + k2r2De + k2?�2s)1=2 ;and the growth rate is �  k2?2k2 
2r!2pi!1=3 
0: (84)Finally, we onsider oupled dust aousti-dust y-lotron waves in a dust-eletron plasma (without ions)

with positive dust grains [27℄. For kVtd � ! � kzVte,we then have1 + 1k2r2De � k2?k2 !2pd!2 � !2d � k2zk2 !2pd!2 == k2?k2 � 
2r(! �
0)2 + 
2r(! +
0)2 � : (85)For ! � j!dj, Eq. (85) admits an instability of shortwavelength DIWs when
0 = !0 = krDe!pd(1 + k2r2De + k2?�2sd)1=2 ;where �sd = �De!pd=!d:The growth rate of this instability is �  12 k2?k2z 
2r!2pd!1=3 
0: (86)On the other hand, for ! � j!dj, k? � kz, andk2r2De � 1, an instability of the dust ylotron wavesours when
0 = !0 = (!2d + k2r2De!2pd)1=2:The growth rate of the instability is �  12k4?r4De
2r
20 !2pd
20 !1=3 
0: (87)It is interesting to note that a dust-eletron plasmawith positively harged grains an our in the Earth'spolar mesosphere [28, 29℄, where the grains are irradi-ated by the sun light, in whih ase the grains at asa soure of eletrons and ollet ions from the ambientplasma to beome positively harged. There also is thepredition [30℄ that positively harged dust grains inretrogate orbits are most likely to be observed by theCosmi Dust Analyzer aboard the Cassini Orbiter mis-sion to Saturn. Furthermore, the dust eletron plasmaan also be reated in a laboratory disharge when thedust grains are irradiated by ultraviolet (UV) radia-tion [31, 32, 33, 34℄.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we have developed the eletro-dynamis of a magnetized dusty plasma taking the�nite size of elongated and rotating harged dustgrains into aount. Starting from an appropriate348



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001 Eletrodynamis and dispersion properties : : :Lagrangian for harged dust grains, we have derivedthe dust harge and dust urrent densities, as wellas a kineti equation for harged dust grains and theorresponding equations of motion in the externalmagneti �eld. The e�ets of the dipole momentand the prinipal moment of inertia of the elongatedand rotating dust grains are self-onsistently inor-porated. The newly derived dust harge and dusturrent densities, together with the orrespondingquantities for eletrons and ions, are ombined withthe Maxwell�Vlasov system of equations to obtaindieletri response funtions for a magnetized dustyplasma. For a old dust gas, we have obtained expliitexpressions for the permittivities assoiated with thedust grain rotation and for those of the ambient plasmaspeies. The dispersion relations for transverse andlongitudinal waves were then derived. Our analytialresults exhibit instabilities of the eletron whistler,the dust whistler, the Alfvén waves, eletromagnetiion and dust ylotron waves, as well as lower-hybrid,eletrostati ion-ylotron, and oupled dust aoustiand dust ylotron waves. The instability arises due tothe resonane interation between waves and elongatedrotating dust grains. The free energy stored in the dustgrain rotational motion is basially oupled to both theeletromagneti and eletrostati waves, driving themat nonthermal levels. The presene of nonthermal�utuations an be used for diagnosti purposes. Forexample, oherent or inoherent satterings of starlight and/or eletromagneti waves o� nonthermal�utuations in osmi plasmas may yield valuableinformation regarding the light polarization, the dustnumber density and the dust harge in situ, and otherplasma parameters inluding the external magneti�eld strength. We stress that the osillating eletri�elds of eletromagneti waves may produe dust grainrotation, the energy of whih is required for drivingwaves at nonthermal levels. In onlusion, we empha-size that the present investigation should be useful forunderstanding waves and instabilities in astrophysialand laboratory plasmas that ontain elongated androtating harged dust grains. Finally, we suggest thatnew laboratory experiments in a weakly oupled dustymagnetoplasma must be designed to test the ideasdesribed in this paper. A reent experimental workby Molotkov et al. [14℄ has onlusively demonstratedthe Coulomb rystallization of 300-�m highly hargedelongated ylindrial grains (with jqj � 7:7 � 105 andwith the length-to-diameter ratio 20�40) of the massdensity 1.1 g/m3 and the diameters 15 and 7:5�min a low pressure gas disharge plasma, where theeletron energy ranges between 1�10 eV. Thus, a

sheath eletri �eld of the order 30 V/m an levitatethe grain. Molotkov et al. [14℄ have disussed therole of the indued dipole moment that an in�uenethe grain orientation. At small pressures (0.1 Torr),they also observed osillations with the wavelength� 1 mm and the frequeny 20�50 Hz. The latteran be assoiated with the dust aousti waves thatare dedued from our Eq. (83). Furthermore, byapplying the external magneti �eld 1�6 kGs and withthe plasma (ni0 � 109 m�3 and nd0 � 103 m�3)and dust parameters similar to those in Molotkov etal. [14℄, one should be able to observe the magnetiza-tion of ions and the eletrostati ion-ylotron waveinstability desribed by (81). Finally, we mention thatseveral authors [35�38℄ have experimentally observedrotation of spherial dust grains by magneti �elds.The rotation is attributed to the azimuthal E�B0 iondrift, whih also drags the dust grain along due to thespae harge eletri �eld that is set up between ionsand grains.This work was partially supported by the DeutsheForshungsgemeinshaft (Bonn) through the Sonder-forshungsbereih 191 �Physikalishe Grundlagen derNiedertemperatur Plasmen�, by the European Com-mission (Brussels) through Contrat �HPRN-CT-2000-00140 for the Human Potential and TrainingNetwork entitled �Complex Plasmas: The Sieneof Laboratory Colloidal Plasmas and MesospheriCharged Aerosols�, and by the NATO projet �Stud-ies of Colletive Proesses in Dusty Plasmas� (Grant� SA (PST.CGL974733)5066). One of the authors(P. K. Shukla) also aknowledges the support of theInternational Spae Siene Institute (Bern, Switzer-land) for the international team �Complex Plasmasin Spae: Appliations to the Solar System and NearEarth Spae�.APPENDIX: VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF �rijThe omponents of �rij are given by�rij(!;k) = 0B� �rxx �rxy 0��rxy �ryy 00 0 0 1CA ; (A.1)where�rxx = �ryy = ind0d24I 1KVtd �� 1Xn=�1 exp(�zd)In(zd) ��n� +�n+� ; (A.2)349



D. D. Tskhakaya, P. K. Shukla, N. L. Tsintsadze ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 2 (8), 2001�rxy = nd0d24I 1KVtd �� 1Xn=�1 exp(�zd)In(zd) ��n� ��n+� ; (A.3)with�n� = k2zK2 KVtd! �
0 � n!dJ+�! �
0 � n!dKVtd ���� �2K2 ! � n!dKVtd � k2zK2 
0KVtd��� �1 + J+�! �
0 � n!dKVtd �� : (A.4)Here, Vtd = (Td=md)1=2is the grain thermal veloity,z� = k2?V 2t�!2� ; K =pk2 + �2; � =rmdI ;In(z) is the Bessel funtion of an imaginary argument,and the funtionJ+(x) = xp2� 1Z�1 dt exp�� t22 � (x� t)�1has the asymptoti behaviorJ+(x) = 1+ 1x2+ 3x2+ : : :�ir�2x exp(�x2=2) (A.5)for jxj � 1, jRexj � j Imxj, and Imx < 0 andJ+(x) � �ir�2x (A.6)for jxj � 1.For the tensor ��ij(!;k), we have��ij(!;k) = e2�!� Z dpvi( )  Z�1 d 0 ��f�0�pj � 0 �� exp8><>:i  Z 0 [(! � k � v( 00)) =!�℄ d 009>=>; ; (A.7)where e� is q for � = d.Straightforward alulations lead to the followingexpressions for the dieletri permittivity tensor [22℄:�ij(!;k) = �̂ij(!;k) + �rij(!;k); (A.8)

where�̂xx = 1�X� Xn n2!2p�!(! � n!�) An(z�)z� J+(�n); (A.9)�̂yy = �̂xx ++ 2X� Xn !2p�z�!(! � n!�)A0n(z�)J+(�n); (A.10)�̂xy = ��̂yx == �iX� Xn n2!2p�!(! � n!�)A0n(z�)J+(�n); (A.11)�̂xz = �̂zx ==X� Xn n!2p�k?!!�kz An(z�)z� [1� J+(�n)℄ ; (A.12)�̂yz = ��̂zy == �iX� Xn !2p�k?!!�kzA0n(z�) [1� J+(�n)℄ ; (A.13)
�̂zz = 1 +X� Xn !2p�(! � n!�)!k2zV 2t� ��An(z�) [1� J+(�n)℄ ; (A.14)and �rij(!;k) = 4�i! �rij(!;k): (A.15)Here, An(z) = exp(�z)In(z); �n = ! � n!�)jkzjVt� ;!p� =s4�e2�n�0m�is the plasma frequeny of the speies �, andk � (k?; 0; kz).350
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